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Summary

The following testimony addresses League Contentions 8 and 62 and

DAARE/ SAFE-{ontention 2a which relate generally to the subject of risk

and accident impacts. The principal points made in the testimony are as

follows:

1. The Final Environmental Statement far Byron Station contains a
reasoned consideration of environmental risks from the plant,
including risks resulting from postulated accidents.

2. The overall assessment of environmental risk of accidents
shows that it is rouchly comparable to the risk from normal
plant operation.

3. The probabilistic risk assessment methodology of WASH-1400 has
been used by the Staff in the preparation of the FES and is
sound for the purpocas for which used.

4 The Precursor Study results do not necessarily imply that
WASH-1400 estimates do not currently apply to a large class of
plants and do not invalidate those estimates with respect to
their use in the Byron FES.

5. Adequate protection aaainst potential accidents has been
provided at Byron Station through the Commission's licensing
requirements and additional measures.

6 The possibility of cumulative doses to residents of the
Illinois area from accidents at more than one nuclear power
plant does not create undue risk to public health and safety.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

..

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ROARD

In the Matter of I
I

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-454
) 50-455

(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMnNV AC L. G. HillMAN, MILLARD L. WOHL,
SCOTT NEWBERRY AND En44RD F. BRANAGAN, 1R. ON LEAGUE

CONTENTIONS 8 AND 62 AND DAARE/ SAFE CONTENTION 2A

0.1 Please state your names and positions with the NRC?

A.1 (Panel)

I, L. G. Hulman, am Branch Chief, Accident Evaluation Branch,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.

I, Millard L. Wohl, am a nuclear engineer in the Accident

Evaluation Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy

of my professional qualifications is attached.

I, Scott Newberry, am a Risk Analyst in the Reliability and Risk

Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy

c.f w/ preiession61 qNiific6tions is attachco.

1. Edward F. Brananan, .1r. , air. a Heal th physicist in the

Radiological Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation. A copy of my professional qualifications is attached.
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0.2 What is the purpose of your testimony?

A.2 (Panel)

The purpose of this testimony is to provide the Staff position

in response to League Contentions 8 and 62 and DAARE/ SAFE

Contention 2A relatino generally to Class 9 accident analysis.

(Copies of those contentions are provided as Attachment A to

this testimony.)

0.3 With respect to League Contention 8, has the risk from

operation of Byron Station been assessed by the Staff?

A.3 (Wohl, Hulman)

Yes, the Final Environmental Statement for Byron Station

(NilREG-0848), in Section 5.9.4, contains a reasoned consideration

of environmental risks from the plant, including risks resultina

from postulated accidents. That section of the FES was prepared

by the Accident Evaluation Branch and we adopt it as part of

our testimony here. Attention is given there both to the

probability of occurence of radioactive releases and to the

probability of occurcence of the environmental consecuences of

those releases via atmospheric and groundwater pathways, as

requirad hv the Commission's Statement of Interim Policy, dated

1Lne 13, 1930, o4 "ib clear Powr Plant Accident Consihratians1

Under the "atirnal Environmental Policy Act of 1469."

(AttachmentB)

i
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0.4 What has the Staff concluded with respect to the overall

assessment of risk of accidents at Byron Station?

A.4 '(Wohl)

The overall assessment of environmental risk of accidents,

assuming protective action, shows that-it is roughly

comparable to the risk from normal operation althouah

accidents have a potential early fatalities and economic costs

that cannot arise from normal operations. The risks of early

fatality from potential accidents at the site are small in

comparison with risks of early fatality from other human

activities in a compratively sized population. FES 6 5.9.4.6.

Q.5 In precaring the FES, did the Staff consider accident risks

that could be caused by external natural and man-caused events

such as tornadoes, fires, earthquakes and sabotage?

A.5 (Hulman,Woh11

Yes, but only qualitatively.

0.6 Please explain.

A.6 (Hulman,Wohl)

In Section 5.4.4.5(2) of the FES, reference is made to natu al

pher.om:no and robotage, but nc, reference is made to other man-

causc.' risks such as frca explosions or airplane crashes. All

| natural and man-caused events, including fires, are referred to

by the Staff as external events.

:

. . - . _ _ _ _ . _ _
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With respect to this case, no quantitative assessment of

accident risks from axternal events has been made. The only

* cases for which external natural events have been assessed in

detail are for the Zion and Indian Point reactors. For Zion,,

the licensee has submitted a Probabilistic Risk Assessment which

indicates external events can be significant contributors to

risk. For Indian Point, evaluations by the Staff also indicate

significant risks due to external events. By significant, we

mean that the best estimates of the additional risk from

external events were shown to be as much as about a factor of

30 higher compared to the best estimate risks from internal

events at Indian Point, but about 10 times the best estimate

risk from internal events at Zion.

In preparing the FFS tor this case, the Staff made no numerical

assessment of accident risks from external events at Ryron, but

did draw upon information obtained from the Zion and Indian Point

studies for estimates in the Byron FES. That is, the Staff's

best estimate of accident risks from external causes, based

upon what has been learned at Zion and Indian Point, could be

higher than what has been presentad in the FES, but may be in
,

the range predicted fer Indian Point and Zion.

.

Q.7 To what extent is the generic sub.iect of external events under

consideration by the Staff?

-
, _,
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A.7 (Hulman,Wohl) .

The Staff has long recognized that the accident risks from external

dvents can be significant. In developing criteria for the design

of nuclear power plants, the Staff has developed considerable

guidance for the treatment of the sub.iect within design bases in

order to reduce suostantially the risk from external events.

However, the current Staff assessment of the state of the art of

consideration of external event PRA methodoloay is that it is not

sufficiently mature to produce reliable absolute estimates of risk.

In other words, there are many uncertainties associated with

absolute estimates obtained using current methodology;

however, the estimates can often yield valuable insights if.

used in a relative sense. The Staff is undertaking the

development of a program plan for improving the capability of

external events PRA methodology. This plan is expected to be

completed by early summer,1983 and is expected to be

implemented over the next 2 to 3 years. The plan is directly

related to Commission olanning quidance presented in NUREG-0885,

Issue 2 "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Policy and Planning

Guidance - 1983."

0.8 How does this compere with the guidance promulcated ir the June

13, 1980 Statement of Interim Policy?

A.8 (Hulman,Wohl)

We consider this responsive in view of the state-of-the-art in

quantatively assessing accident risks from external events.
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Specifically, we conclude that external events can be contri-

butors to risk, but that the state-of-the-art in quantifying

the likelihood of such events, and associated uncertainty, is

not well developed.

0.9 Was the methodoloav n# the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400,

used in the preparation of Section 5.9.4 of the FES?

A.9 (Wohl)

Yes, the probabilistic risk assessment methodology of WASH-1400

was used by the Staff in the preparation of Section 5.9.4 of

the FES. Probabilistic discussion of the environmental risks

attributable to accidents at nuclear power reactor facilities

is called for by the Commission's June 13, 1980 Statement of

Interim Poliev.

Q.10 Has the methodology of WASH-1400 been called into question

since publication of that document?

A.10 (Wohl) i

No. The Independent Risk Assessment Review Group stated in the

Lewis Report (NtlREG/CR-0400) that it was unable to determine

whether the overall core-melt probability aiven in WASP-1400

was high or low, and concluded that the error bands were under-

stated. It 3!30 stated that it was difficult to follow the

detailed thread of calculations through the WASH-1400.

_
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The group also determined, however, that the probabilistic

methodology employed was an important advance over earlier !

hiethodologies that had been applied to reactor risk, and was

sound. It stated that the fault-tree / event tree approach,

coupled with an adequate data base, is the best available tool

with which to ouantify the accident probabilities associated

with nuclear reactors. This approach was applied to a

prototype pressuri7ari water reactor (Surry) and led to the

establishment of probabilities for core melt accidents and

resulting release of large amounts of radioactive materials

which were used as surrogates in the Byron FES.

With respect to the findings of the WASH-1400, the Commission

has recently stated that it accepts the Review Group Report's

conclusion that " absolute values of the risks presented by

WASH-1400 should not be used uncritically either in the

| regulatory process or for public policy purposes and has taken
!
I and will continue to take steps to assure that any such use in

the past will be corrected as appropriate." Letter, dated

December 27, 1982, from Acting Chairman Ahearne to Congressman

Ildall (Attachment C1 The letter also states that "Taking due

account of the reservations expressed in the Review Grouc

Rapnrt ard in its preseritation to the Cor.saissinn, the

.

Comission supports the extended use of probabilistic risk

l

assessment in regulatory decisionmaking."

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The use of probabilistic risk assessment techniques used in

generating the estimates of environmental consequences of radio-

active releases (FES Section 5.9.4) fulfills the requirements

of the Commissions Statement of Interim Policy of June 13, 1980

with respect to NEPA accident review. The methods employed in

the analyses performed for the Ryron Station FES based upon

WASH-1400 methodology have uncertainties associated with them.

These are discussed in Section 5.9.4.5(7) of the Byron Station

FES. The environmental consequences estimation in the FES

takes into account cinnificant site-specific features such as

sector-dependent population, m?teoroloay, and land fraction

data surrounding the site.

0.11 What is the Precursor Study? *

A.11 (Newberry)

The " Precursor Study", or more accurately, " Precursors to

Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1979 A Status

Report," (NilREG/CR-2497) is a report which presents the initial

results of a program performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

and administered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

orocram uses operational data in licensee Event Reports to

evTincte potential accident prc;ursors occurring at operating

reactor?. These precursnrs are then summarized to derive a

probability for severe core damage.

. .
,_ _
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Q.12 Does the Precursor Study imply that WASH-1400 estimates may

not currently apply generically to a large class of plants?

A.12 TNewberry)

The Precursor Study estimated the frequency of severe core

damage accidents (averaged over all domestic light water power

reactors in the decade of the 1970's) to have been between 1.7

x 10-3 and 4.5 x 10-3 per reactor year. In WASH-1400, the core

melt frequency for the Surry plant (taken to represent pressurized

water reactors) was estimated to be 5 x 10-5 per year. We do

not differentiate between severe core damage and core melt in

this testimony since analyses have not been refined to

differentiate the fraction of core melt events that may terminate

at severe core damage. While this difference appears to be

substantial, it does not necessarily imply that the WASH-1400

results do not currently apply to a large class of plants.

0.13 What are the reasons for this difference in frequency

estimates?

A.13 (Newberry)

As stated in the Precursor Study, 82% of the precursor estimate

of severe accident frenuency comes from three events: Three

Mile Island accidant, the Browns Ferry fire and the Rancho Seco

pctier supply failure. These events were nat explicitly addressed

in WASH-1400.

_ _ _ .
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While WASH-1400 did treat most elements of the TMI accident, it

did not treat the possibility that the reactor operators might

' misdiagnose an accident in prooress and turn off the safety

systems that were necessary to cool the core. This event (TMI)

is the most important of the three and it is the only actual

instance of severe core damage.

Fires were not included amenq the accident initiators in
.

WASH-1400

The Rancho Seco event was caused by a power supply fault. A

comprehensive analysis of the fault effects and systems

interactions originating in power supplies for control and

instrumentation was not done in WASH-1dOO.

0.14 Why do these omissions in WASH-1400 not invalidate the severe

core damage frequency estimates today with respect to their

use in the Rvron FES?

A.14 (Newberry)

Since the Three Mile Island accident, regulatory requirements

have been implomanted to reduce the likelihond that operators

might fail to diagnos3 inedequate core cooling. These

raaaltements trelude training orocedures and new and improved

instruments to aid in event diagnosis. Therefore, operator

errors of this type are less likely today than they were before

the TMI accident. In addition, the accident initiator
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(transient induced LOCA) that occurred at TMI is less likely at

a Westinghouse plant like Ryron because the pressurizer power

operated relief valve (s) is not likely to open during

feedwater transients.

Following the Browns Ferry fire, fire protection requirements

were developed in a new rule, Appendix R to 10 CFR 50. Byron is

beino is being reviewed against the requirements of this rule.

See SER i 9.5.1.

The Rancho Seco power supply failure was significant from the

standpoint that the power fault caused a loss of main

feedwater, affected the auxiliary feedwater controls and caused

erroneous information to be sent to the operator regarding the

need to manually initiate auxiliary feedwater or the emergency
,

core cooling system. Plants studied in WASH-1400 and Byron do

not appear to be as vulnerable to such faults as Rancho Seco.

Additionally, Byron will have safetv-related actuation for the

emergency feedwater system (as well as for other enaineered

safety features) so that a fault in the nonsafety-related

| feedwater control systen should not defeat the autostart of tha

|
auxiliary feedv.ater svetem. Byron will also have safety-

related auxiliary foodwater flow iqdication and steam acoerator

level indication in the control room, so that failures like

that at Rancho Seco should not imoair the operator's ability to

monitor plant status.

- _ _ . - . _ - _ _ . _.
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Loss of feedwater events were the fourth dominant contributor

to severe core damage in the precursor study.. Auxiliary

feedwater system reliability was found to be poor and no credit

wasgivenforfeed-and-bleedcooling.3/ This is a possible

source of conservatism, but there were no procedures in place

for feed and bleed cooling, and the staff has not yet made a

complete evaluation of this mode of cooling.

WASH-1400 did not give credit for feed and bleed; however,

there is some likelihood that it could be used to prevent .

severe core damage. Since Three Mile Island additional

requirements have been implemented on all reactor plants to

improve auxiliary feedwater system reliability. These

requirements and the Staff evaluation can be found in Section

10.4.9 of the Byron Safety Evaluation Report.

In summary, the use of WASH-1400 core melt frequency estimates

is not invalidated by the precursor study,

Q.15 Does probabilistic risk assessment provide the basis for

decicinos concerning safety in the lireneino of Rvron Station?

.___

-1/ " Feed and bleed" refers to a moric of core coolina in which all
feedwater (main and auxiliarv) is not available, and decay heat
removal is accomplished hv adding coolant inventory with the high
pressure injection system and removing decay heat energy through
the safety or relief valves.

.. - . .
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A.15 (Wohl)

No. The probabilistic risk assessment approach is used by

"the Staff in assessing environmental impact of power reactor

operation under the . lune 1980 Statement of Inte rim Policy.

Licensing considerations have rested, and continue to rest,

upon an applicant's compliance with the Commission's det?rmi-

nistic licensing criteria. Performance of a plant-specific

PRA is not a licensing requirement for Byron Station.

Q.16 What is the meaning of the term " Class 9" accident or event as

use6 in Leacue Contention 6??

A.16 (Wohl)

The term " Class 9" event is derived from a proposed rule

change published by the AEC in 1971. The proposed rule change,

which has now been withdrawn by the NRC, set forth a system of

classification of potential accidents for use in Staff NEPA

assessments. It set forth a spectrum of accidents consisting

of nine classes rangina from the most trivial to the most

severe for purposes of evaluating environmental risk.

Claen 9 e- "s ere characteri7ed as ". . . involvfing)

| saa , c' postulated successive failures morn severe than

thov- pur.t. ..ted for the design basis for protective syctems
,

| and engineered safety features. Their consequences could be
i

severe. However, the probability of their occurrence is so

small that their environmentil risk is extremely low." Defense

l

i
t
f .~ - , -
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in depth, constituted by such multiple physical barriers as
.

fuel clad, pressure vessel and containment, is an important

design philosophy instituted to provide and maintain the

required high degree of assurance that the environmental risk

is extremely low.

Since the mitigation features of nuclear power plants have

been designed to avoid breach of containment and core melt

accidents, occurrencas of these accidents involve sequences of

failures and have been designated Class 9 events. The term

" Class 9" has often been considered synonymous with accidents

involving severe release of radioactive material to the

environment, but such use is imprecise since the term " Class 9"

is much more inclusive. Class 9 events could have radiological

consequences ranging from benign to severe. For example, core

damage events not involving loss of containment integrity would

have fairly limited radiological consequences.

0.17 Have there been any examples of beyond design basis, or

" Class 9" accidents?

- -- . - - . .
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A.17 (Wohl)

In considering the facts available regarding the accident at
2/Three Mile Island, the Staff concluded that the Three Mile

Island accident ". . . involved a sequence of successive

failures (i.e., small break loss-of-coolant accident and

failure of emergency core cooling system) more severe than

those Dostulated for the design basis of the plant" and thus

,iudaed that the occurrence at Three Mile Island was a Class 9

accident.

On the other hand, measurements have shown that at no time

during or following the accident at Three Mile Island were

the radiological consequences to the public severe.3,/ The

radioactive material actually released to the environment

during the accident at Three Mile Island represented a minimal

risk to the public health and safety.

0.18 What, if any, measures have been taken at Byron to protect the

public health and safety against " Class 9" accidents?

|

~2/ NRC Staff resoonse to Board Ouestion No. 4 reoardina the Occurrence
of a Llass 3 Accident at Three hile Island, in the Matter of Public
Service Electric and Gas Company, August 24, 1979

-3/ Ad Hoc interager.ev Ar,;essrent Group, " Population Dese and Health
Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.
NUREG-0559, May 1979.

l

.

,

. . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _
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A.18 (Wohl)

The Byron plant and its various safety systems are analytically

' tested for adequacy of perfornance against a series of design-

basis events (DBE). Each of these events imposes severe

performance demands on the various safety systems which must

function in response to such events to enable the plant design

to satisfy regulatory requirements. Each of the events is

analyzed using conservative assumptions regarding equipment .

availability and performance capability wnich are described in

detail in the Staff's Standard Review Plan. Thus, the plant is

tested not only against a set of challenges to its safety but

under additional conservative assumptions regarding plant

conditions before and during these challenges. This results in

a design capability with multiple and redundant systems for

coping with very severe performance demands, and provides

substantial protection against unforeseen events involving

multiple equipment failures and operator errors.

The Applicant is developing Emergency Response Guidelines

which will consider multiple failure events. In addition to

the design basis events, analyses ass'ining v3rious event

sequences (including multiple failures) that could occur and

fall outside of the required design envelope have been

utilized in the preparation of the emergency operating proce-

dures. This approach for the operators is a result of the
i

lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident. Its ob.iective is to
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further assure that the operator is able to respond to the

complete spectrum of nossible events.

.

A margin for overall. safe response to unforeseen events is

provided by the flexibility incorporated in many systems and in

the multiplicity of installed systems in a nuclear power plant.

The plant is designed to tolerate unforeseen event sequences by

appropriate use of installed dedicated emergency safety
.

features and other equipment not considered in analysis of the

DBE's. For example, alternative systems configurations may be

employed or equipment may be manually actuated if automatic

logic circuits do not triqqer actuation.

The source terms used in offsite radiological consequence

analyses for many of the DRE's for Byron are based on the

conservative assumptions that 100 percent of the core noble

gas inventory and 25 percent of the core iodine inventory are

available for release to the containment atmosphere. During

the TMI-2 accident, for example, analyses of air samples

indicated that a whole body dose of about 100 mrem and thyroid

dose of abnut 15 mrem, both very small fractions of tha 10 CFR

Part 100 offsite radiological consequence g' aide'inos, would

I ave $cen rece#ved by a hypothetical individuai at the site

boundary. There is, therefore, a spectrum of severe core

damage scenarios for which it can bc inferred that adequate
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radiological protection has been provided, as long as

containment integrity is maintained.

..

Thus, the Byron design provides protection for a wide range of

Class 9 events.

0.19 Have steps been taken since the TMI-2 accident to reduce the

likelihood of Class 9 events?

A.19 (Wohl)
.

Yes. Immediately following the TMI-2 accident, the Staff

recognized the need for improvements. A number of bulletins

and orders were issued, followed by the systematic formulation

of a Task Action Plan containing extensive recommendations

related to operator training and procedures, instrumentation,

equipment reliability, and additional hardware.

.

Requirements for licensee review of operating experience,

operational quality assurance, verification of manacement and

technical capability, verification of capability for safety

review and operational advice, training of operators, review of

facility procedures, review of plant maintenance capability,

,

req'lirement for shift turnover procedures, requirements related
|

to shif t manning, require'nents for an onsite safety er.gineerina

arcuo, systematic assessment of licensee safety pregrams,

, requirements for a shift technical advisor all contribute to a

|

reduction in the probability of systems failure and increased

i

i
l

,

I
|
1

m - e
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capability to take corrective actions to prevent accidents

from becoming more severe.

'.

The effect of these changes is, first, to enhance the

maintenance and operation of the systers involved in each stcp,

of identified event sequences, thus diminishing malfunction

probabilities for the components of these systers. Secondly,

they serve to upgrade significantly the ability of the

operators and the operating ceganization to. recognize and take
'

the proper remedial action to cope with a malfunction should it'

occur. There is a combined effect from improvement in both

these aspects on each and every step in the event sequence.

Thus, the combined impact on the overall chance for successful

safe termination of the initiating event is enhanced, and the

likelihood of event sequence' leading to core melt with con-.

comitant containment failure resulting in 10 CFR 100 guidelines

being exceeded is substantially reduced.

|

In sum, the deterministic licensing requirements, based upon
.

design basis event considerations, knowledge acquired from the

TMT-2 'ecident, mitigative engineered safety #eaturcs, evitiple

Lorriers against post-acc; dent release of radioactivity, and

additional measures, such as emergency operator guidelines

which allow risk-reducing human intervention in reactor acci-

dent situations provide, in the Staff's .iudgment, reasonable

_ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ - . . _ . ._. . _ . _ - - - . . _. _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _. .
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assurance that the Ryron plant can be operated with no undue

risk to the public health and safety.

'.

Q.20 With respect to DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2A, has the Staff

considered the potential radiological impacts of accidents at

the Byron Station?

A.20 (Wohl, Branagan)

Yes. The staff has considered the potential radiological

impacts on the environment of certain postulated accidents at

the Byron station. . Calculated population exposures for these

events range from a small fraction of a person-rem to about

450 person-rems for the population within 80 km (50 mi) of

the Byron station. These calculations for both individual

and population exposures indicate that the risk of incurring

any adverse health effects as a consequence of these events

is exceedingly small. FES 5 5.9.4.5(1). The staff also con-

cludes that radiation exposures from design-basis accidents

are roughly comparable to the exposures to individuals and the

population from normal station operations over the exoected

lifetime of the plant.

As stated earlier, the cverall assessment of environmental risk

of accidents, assuhina proter.tive action, shows that it is
! roughly comparable to the risk from normal operation although'

accidents have a potential for early fatalities and economic

costs that cannot arise from normal operations. The risks of

|
|

!
|

-

- - - -. - -_ .____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - __.
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early fatality from potential accidents at the site are small

in comparison with risks of early fatality from other human

'a~ctivities in a comparatively sized population. FES 6 5.9.4.6.

0.21 Have accidents at nuclear power plants in the area of northern -

Illinois caused a radiological dose burden to residents in that

area?

A.21 (Wohl)

There has been no measured offsite radiological dose burden

to Northern Illinois residents due to accidents at the nuclear

power plants in Northern Illinois, either of a discrete or

cumulative nature. The likelihood of a severe accident

occurring at any of the nuclear power plants in Northern

Illinois is sufficiently small that the addition of the Byron

plants will not raise this likelihood to a significant level,

even in the case of a hypothetical accident induced by an

external event. -

Further, the likelihood of more than one severe eccident at

more than one plant with resultant cumulative significant

radioloaical consequences to residents of a snecific area is

obviously much smaller. Its upper bound is the product of

three terms: 1) tha already low probability of a severe

accident at one plant over its lifetime, 2) the similarly low

probability of a severe accident at another plant, and 3) the

probability that in each case the radioactive plume will travel
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over the specific area of concern, such as the DeKalb-Sycamore

or Rockford areas.
.

Q22. Does the possibility of cumulative doses to residents of the

northern Illinois area from accidents at more than one nuclear

power plant create undue risk to public health and safety?

A22. (Wohl)

No, for the reasons discussed in the foregoing answers to

Questions 20 and 21 relating to DAARE/ SAFE Contention 2A.

023. Do the Precursor Study results cause a change in the population

dose estimates made by the Staff in the FES?

A23. (Wohl)

No, for the reasons discussed in the answers to questions

12-14 above.

i

e

_ _ . _ _ . _

__- _, - _ . . ._ . _
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MILLARD L. WOHL

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
-

..
,

ACCIDENT EVALUATION BRANCH-

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
. . .

'~

I am emp'loyed as a nuclear engineer in the Accident Evaluation Branch, Division

of Systems Integration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washington, D. C.
.

My duties are to conduct site and accident analyses and various. other safety-
'

related studies for nuclear power and non-power reactor facilities.

I attended Case Western Reserve University (formerly Case Institute of Technology)

and received a B. S. degree in Physics in 1956. I received a M. S. degree in

Physics from Indiana University in 1958. I did graduate work in Nuclear Engineer-

ing at Columbia University and Case Western Reserve University from -1962 through

1964. I was a teaching assistant in. Physics at Indiana University from 1956 -

1958. I have taught physics and mathematics in the evening divisions of Baldwin-

Wallace College, the Ohio State University and Cuyahoga Community College from
,

,

1958 1973. i

In 1958, I joined the NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. My initial

duties involved the writing of Monte Carlo computer codes for the determination
' of raciatica shielding requirecents ar.d propellant hecting far proposed nuciesr-

,

powered rocket designs. Other assignments involved methods development and

shiel' ding o.id nuclear safety analyses for numerous proposed mobile nuclear ve-

hicle applications. Numerous technical publications evolved in the course of

this work. Additicaally, during the period 1958 - 1973, I had substantial
*

research contract management responsibilities.

'
i

.
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In 1973, I jo,ined the General Atomic Company in La Jolla, California, as a nuclear

engineer. At Geharal Atomic I performed a variety of nuclear safety-related

analyses for the High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR). These included the

analysis of depressurization accidents and containment integrity studies, as well

as computer code upgrading anc modif cation.i
,

In 1975, I joined the Accident Analysis Brar.ch in the Division of Technical Review, .

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. My responsibilities involved site character-
9

istic studies and accident analyses. Presently, my responsibilities in the Accident

Evaluation Branch involve evaluation of the radiological consequences of accidents

postulated in connection with safety evalu2.fons for operating reactors, and prepar-

ation of accident risk sections of Environn.ntal Statements.

.

o

.

I
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Professional Qualifications
:

-
''

'

Scott F. Newberry

Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch
Division of Safety Technology

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

My name is Scott F. Newberry. I am employed as a Risk Analyst in the Reliability
and Risk Assessment Branch, Division of Safety Technology, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

I attended the United Stater Naval Academy. Annapolis, Maryland, and received
a B.S. degree in 1970. I rece wed a Masters degree in Mechanical Engineering
from the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C. in 1980.

From 1970 to 1971 I attended the Navy Nuclear Power Training Program which con-
sisted of training at the Nuclaar Power Training School, Bainbridge, Maryland,
and the 53G submarine reactor prototype in West Milton, New York.

From 1972 until 1974 I worked as Engineering Officer of the Watch aboard the
USS Daniel Boone SSBN 629 (Blue), a nuclear fleet ballistic missile subma M .
My primary assignment was to serve as the ship's Main Propulsion Ass'istant and
Radiological Controls Officer during this period. I was responsible for the
ship's reactor coolant system and steam system propulsion machinery and the
control of all radioactive material on board.

In 1974 I qualified as Nuclear Engineering Officer in the Naval Reactors
Program.

From 1974 to 1976 I served as Weapons Officer, USS Nathan Hale SSBN 623 (G0LD).

l
During this period I was involved in the ship's precritical and power range
testing program during the nuclear refueling overhaul as a Command Duty Officer.

In December 1976, I started working for the Reactor Systems Branch, Division of
Systems Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as a reactor engineer. I
have reviewed construction and operating license safety analyses in the reactor
systerus areas for corepliance with rRC regulations. The reactor syste.ts areas
included:

1. Structures, systems, and components to be protected from internally
generated .alssiles inside containments.

.. ..... - 7..... . , . . _ . . .. .. ...
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2. Overpressure protection systems and the steam generator safety valves.
3. Reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems.

.

'

4. Residual heat removal systems.

5. Reactivity control systems.
!

6. Emergency core cooling systems.

7. Configuration and process design parameters of the reactor coolant pumps,
steam generators (PWR); reactor coolant piping.

In 1979 I joined the Three Mile Island Program Office. My responsibilities -included:

1. Analysis of plant conditions and proposed changes in systes design orope-. tion mode.

2. Review of proposed operating plans and system modifications, and procedures
to accomplish major operations such as long-term cooling.

3. Preparation of Technical Specifications appropriate to the plant
conditions and activities. -

In October 19811 joined the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch. My
responsibilities include performance of reliability and risk assessment
reviews pertainiag to the functior.a1 capability of nuclear power plant safety
systems, equipment and procedures needed for safe plant operation and shutdown.

.

.

9
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EDWARD F. 8RANAGAN, JR.
0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION.

,

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

From April 1979 to the present. I have been employed in the Radiological
Assessmen', Branch in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). As a Health Physteist with the Radiological
Assessment Branch. I as responsible for evaluating the environmental radio-
logical impacts resulting from the operation of nuclear power reactors. In
particular, I am responsmle for evaluating radioecological models and 5ealth
effect models for use in reactor licensing.

In additica to my duties involving the evaluation of radiological impacts from
nuclear reactors, my duties in the Raalological Assessment Branch have. included
the following: (1) I managed and was the principal author of a report entitled -

" Staff Review of 'Radioecological Assessment of the Wyh1 Nuclear Power Plant'"
(NUREG-0668); (2) I served as a technical contact on an NRC contract with
Argonne National Laboratory involving development of a computer program to
calculate health effects from radiation; (3) I served as the project manager on
an NRC contract with Idaho National Engineering Laboratory involving estimated
and measured concentrations of radionuclides in the environment; (4) I served
as the project manager on an NRC contract with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
concerning a literature review of values for parameters in terrestrial radio-
nuclide transport models; and (5) I served as the project manager on an NRC'

contract with Dak Ridge National Laboratory concerning a statistical analysis,

of dose estimates via food pathw ys.

From 1976 to April 1979, I was employed by the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, where I was involved in project management and technical
work. I served as the project manager for the NRC in connection with the
NRC's estimation of radiation doses from radon-222 and radium-226 releases
from uranium mills, in coordination with Dak Ridge National Laboratory which
served as the NRC contractor. As part of my work on NRC's Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Uranium Milling (GEIS). I estimated health effects frosi|

uranium stil tailings. Upon publication of the GEIS, I presented a paper
entitled"HealthEffectsofUraniumMiningandNillingforCommercialNuclear;
Power" at a conferenes en Health implications of Hee Energy Technologies. " , '

..

I received a B. A. in Physics from Catholic L'niversity in 19C9, a M. A. in .

Science Teaching fro,i Catholic University in 1970, and a Ph.D. in #adiation
.

-
.

Biophysics froc Kansas University in 1976. While completing ry co0rse wo'rk *

for sty Ph.D., I was an instructor of Radiation Technology at Haskill Ju'nior .-
College in Lawrence, Kansas. My doctoral research work was in the alea of DNA
base damage, and was supported by a U.S. Public Health Service traineeship; siy
doctoral dissertation was entitled " Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy ofi

Gamma-Irradiated DNA Bases." -

.

I an a member of the Health Physics Society. ~

!
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Attachment A
'

.

LEAGUE CONTENTION 8
..

Neither C.E. nor the Staff has presented a meaningful assessment of the
risks associated with the operation of the proposed Byron nuclear

ifacility, contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 51.20(a) and
i 51.20(d). Studies carried out by the NRC have identified accident-
mechanisms, considered credible, which would lead to uncontrolable
accidents and release to the environment of appreciable fractions of'a,

reactor's inventory of radioactive materials. Traditionally, these
accident potentials have been downplayed or ignored on the basis of the
Rasmussen Report. However, the Lewis Committee has now called into
serious question the entire methodology, as well.as the findings and
conclusions, of the Rasmussen. Report, which led the NRC to withdrew,

official reliance on the Rasmussen Report, yet the Staff still regulates
upon the validity of the basic conclusions therein. In addition, NRC.
Staff studies, which are not common public knowledge, have cast doubt
upon numberous of the specific conclusions of the Rasmussen Report. For
example, in one secret NRC study, estimates of the " killing distance"
were made, referring to the range over which lethal in,iuries would be
received under varying weather conditions from the release of radioactive
material in a nuclear power plant accident. Depending upon prevailing
weather conditions, this " killing distance" was estimated to be up to*

several dozen miles from the accident-damaged reactor. Unpublished i
document from Brookhaven Natior,a1 Laboratory, USAEC. In addition, the
Liquid Pathways Study, NUREG-0440 (February,1978), highlights the4

incomplete safety assessment currently performed by the NRC, particularly
'

with respect to incomplete review of all credible accident sequences. A
. General Accounting Office report pertaining to that study criticizes the
i ?!RC's failu.e to consider core-melt accidents in assessments of relative

differences in Class 9 risks. The March 7, 1978 letter,from the NRC's
Mr. Case to the Commissioners (Secy-78-137) also urges the inclusion of
core-melt considerations in site comparisons in the case of sites
involving high population density, such as Byron and the surrounding area .
in which live now (or at time of proposed operation) upwards of'500,000
persons. Moreover, neither C.E. nor the NRC Staff has presented an
accurate assessment of the risks posed by operation of Byron, contrary to
the requirements of 10 C.F.R i 51.20(a) and i 51.20(d). The decision to.

l is.ce the Byrar, constructinn permit did not, and the presently filed
'

annivsis of C.E. and the Staff do not, consider the consequences of
so-called Class 9 accidents, particularly core meltdown with breach of
containment. These accidents were deemed to have a low probability of
occurrence. Tne Reactor Safety Stu3y, WASH-1400, was an attempt to
demonstrate that the actual risk from Class 9 accidents is very low.
However, the Commission has stated that it "does not regard as reliable
the Reactor Safety Study's numerical estimate of the overall risk of

;

reactor accident." (NRC Statement of Risk Assessment and the Reactor
Safety Study Report (WASH-1400) in Light of the Risk Assessment Review
Group Report, January 18,1970). The withdrawal of NRC's endorsement of

.

.
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the Reactor Sfaety Study and its findings leaves no technical basis for
concluding that the actual risk is low enough to .iustify operation of
Byron.

LEAGUE CONTENTION 62
.

The design of Byron does not provide protection against so-called " Class
9" accidents. There is no basis for concluding that such accidents are
not credible. Indeed, the staff has conceded that the accident at TMI
falls within that classification. Therefore, there is no reasonable
assurance that Byron can be operated without endangering the health and
safety of the public. See also Contention 8 suora."

DARRE/ SAFE CONTENTION 2A

"Due to the concentration of nuclear power plants already in horthern
Illinois; the Applicant's record of incidents and violations in existing
plants which have emerged since the granting of a Construction License
for Byron; and the credibility which must now be given to large scale
accident scenarios since TMI, Intervenors contend that the addition of
Byron Station operations places an undue and unfair burden of risk from
exposure to radioactive materials from accidental releases on DeKalb-Syt& acre
and Rockford area residents. With the addition of two more nuclear power
units in operation at Byron, the potential for cumulative dose effects
from discrete accident events at plants in Northern Illinois under*

unfavorable meteorological conditions poses an unreasonable level of risk
to the health and safety of DeKalb-Sycamore and Rockford area residents."

..

i
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POU.CY STATEMENTS

* *

. . precise coadition of the reactor core is 30-2 is done consistently with the warning in which to iniplement
not known at this time and carnt be public health and safety, and with pmtective actions befom a releaes of .

known until the containment h.s been an areness of the choices ahead.We are radioactivity to the atmosphere.
entered and the reactor vessel hse been directing our staff to include in the ne chemia.al and physical :

opened. For this reason. It la unrealistic programmatic environmentallaspect characteristics of those radionuclides
to expect that the programmatic impact statement on the decontamination and which contribute most significantly to
statement will serve as a bloeprint. disposal of TMI-2 wastes an oversil human exposum am pmsehd.
detailing each and every step to be description of the planned r,ctivities and EPA Policy '

taken over the coming months and years a schedule for thei completion along
' EPA concurs in and endorses foe usewith their likely ir.ipacts. net the with a discussion of alternatives the guidance contained in the task force |planned programmatic statement considered and the rationale for chotone

inevitably wi!) have gaps and w!!! not be made.We are also directing our staff to report.It win be EPA's poHey to I

a complete guide for all future actions keep us advised of their progress in incorporate its recommendations into aR i

EPA eme en respon 4 guidance to I
does not invahdate its usefulness as a these matters. Stak ud oNicials. I
pfanning tool. As mere information '

become swallableit willbe
incorporated into the decision-making es FR 20s3

es FR 40101
process. and where appropriate Puushed l/IS/so

,,gi,,,, ,ji3j,,
s :;';4cments to the proparnmatic

**"'"'*"' "d*d "#''d"'8envaronmentalimpac: statement will be EPA ffolicy Statement Planning Basis
isrued. As the decontamination of 30- for Emergency Responses to Nuclear
2 prope:ses the Commission will make Power Reactor Accidents to CFM Parts 50 and 51
any new information ava!!able to the
r;.bbc and to the extent necessary will P AN

Considerations Under the Nationalalso prepace separate environmental his is a statement of policy with Environmental Policy Act of tidestatements or assessments for individual regard to an Environmental Protection
porticns of the overall clean-up effort. Agency (EPA) and Nuclear Regulatory acasecv:U.S Nuclear Regulatory

ne development of a programmatic Com:iission [NRC1 task force report on Commission
impaet statement will not preclude guidance for use iri Stste and local actsoec Statement ofInterim Policy.
prompt Commission action when radiological emergency response plana
needed.The Commission does at nuclear power plants. suesesasm ne Nuclear Regulatory
recognize, however, that as with its Commission (NRC)is revismg its pch,ey
Epicor U approval action, any action Background for considering tne more severe kinds of
taken in the absence of an overau very low probability accidents that are

' '
C fer [fR hP ysically possible in environmentalimpact statement willlesd to argumenta

othat there has been an inadequate impact assessments required by the -

environmental ana!ysis, even where the Program Directors, an organization of NationalEnv ronmentalPolic) Acti

State officials, to "make a determination
Commission's action itselfis supported (NEPA). Such accidents are commonly

of the most severe accident basis for referred to as Class 9 accidents,by an environmental assessment. As la
settling upon the scope of the which ra diological emergene p response following an accident classification

P ans should be developed by offsite scheme proposed by the Atomic Energy.lpregammatic impact statement. CEQ
can tend assistance here. For example agencies. In response. an EPA and NRC Commission (predecessor to NRC)in
should the Commission before task force was established which 1971 for purposes ofimplementing

7
prepared a report entitled " Planning NEPA.'The March 28.1979 accident at

[eIide Basis for the Development of State and Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island nuclearat it is in the b t tf
the public health and safe'v to Local Government Radiologicas plant has emphasized the need for
decontaminate the high level weste Emergency Response Plans in Support of changes in NRC policies regarding the

Light Water Nuclear Power Plants." considerations to be given to seriousb" 8'* * '

IQ NUREG-0396. EPA 520/1-78-016. dated accidents from an environmental as wellt p
radioactive gases. the Commission wiB December 197s. Single copies of the as a safety point of view. ..

consider CEQ's advice as to the
report can be obtained by writing to the his statement orinterim policy;

Director. Division of Technical announces the withdrawal of theCommission's NEPA responsibilities.
Morcoser, as stated in the Commission's Information and Document Control, proposed Annex to Appendix D of to

; May 25 statement. any action of this Nuclear Regulatory Comen!ss'on. CFR Part 50 and the suspension of the

| 19d wl!! r at le trien antilit has Washington. D.C. 20555. rufemaking proceedimt that began with

cnderg,::c ac cn.m cantal ac.w- Pbulag Bas's fl.e ; ublicAor. of ' bet propsed Anr.ex
j

- aH fathear.3re wit!. op; ort. .ny ist The ca.pr recommendation of the on Cewmbo 1.1n it is ine'

Commission's position that itsputfic cc.nmnt provided, raport is tbt Emergen y Plann'ns Zonesi

Ifowever, con.Istent utth our May 25 (EPZ s) should be establis? ed around
EnvironmentalImpact 7tatements shall
include censideratior's cf the site.i ht water nuclear power p! ants.neStatemert, w e reccgalze tlat 11 etc . Lay t

be erreigncy situasens aotLaw EPZ fcr airborne exposure has a radius specific environn.en'al mpacts

i foreseen which shotid they occur of about to miles: the EPZ for
attributable to accident sequences that

would require rbpid action. To the contam:riated food has a radius of about
extent practicable the Commission will 50 m!!es. Predetermined protective
consult with CEQ in these situations as action plans are needed for the EPZ':.
weu. De exact size and shape of each EPZ

*
With the belp of the publicfa will be decided by emergency plarining 4,p$, 47o!G $YCo$mI7an$NEPA.

comments on our proposals we Intend to officials after they consider the specific
aesure, pursuant to NFPA and the conditions at eoch site. implemennne ree.ut iion. .re . b.equen.ly ti.ly 'is.trej rewnd nd recast . so crn P ri si b.i .i
Atomic Energy Act. that the clean.op of De report indicatee that officials may 'h*"'me the commi.. ion noied ih i-

have from one-half hour to several hours ^""" '""" "d" **"''d"'"*"
* , The propo.ed

~ * * *
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POLICY STATEMENTS

*

Public Document Room. report is that two Emergency Planning Prodied following this rulemaking.His*

Persons with questions may call Dr. Zonu (EPZs] should be established additional guidance can be expected to,

( Harry ). Watters in the Office of around light ws'er nuclear power plants. consider how local conditions such as

Management and 1% gram Analysis * De EPZ for airborne exposure has a demography. land use and meteorology

telephone 301-492.J721' radius of about to miles; the EPZ for can influence the size an shape of the
conteminated food has a redius of about EPZs and to address other issues, such

Written comments orquestions should
be addressed to the Direcior. Office of 50 mus.Predetnmind pmtectin as evacuauon plannink

8cti n P ans are needed for the EPZa. ficimplementatics dates for fulllManagement and Program Analyds.
The exatet size and shape of each EPZ Imp ementation of the task force

U S. Nuclear Re[fato2055 .bo missiwill be decided by emergency planning recommendations and any others thatC
Washirgton. D nts must

/ be received t y Cecember 10.197s. officials after they consider the specine are developed will be establisi ad as
conditions at each site.Dese distances Part of the ongoing rulemaking effort.
are considered large enouah to provide a De Commission also expects the staff
response base which would support to assist state and local governme",ts la
activity outside the planning some improving their emergency responsey,,
should this ever be needed. capabilities at existing sites in the,"bMed so/22ns He report also providen olenning immediate future.
basis guidance in the form of a range of

Planning B6sia for Emergency time values in which emergency
Responses te Nuclear Power Maastor response officials should be prepared to y pg g773g
AcC3danta implement prctective action.He report '"h'i*h'd "#8'#'
actwcy: Nuclear Resulatory indicates that, depending on such
Commission. factors as the specific saq6ence of
acnom NRC Policy Sb.tement. events during an accident which ruults Sta?ement of Policy and Notice of

in the release of radioactivity to the Intent To Prepare a Programmatic
Purpose atmoshpere and the prevailing Environmentallmpact Staternent

This is a atatement of policy with meteorologicalconditions protective actucv: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
regard to an Environmental Protection action may be rer::ed from perhaps Commission.
Agency (EPA) and Nuclear Regulatory one-half hour to one day afler the Actiom Statement of PoBey.
Commiss:en (NRC) task force report on intiation of the accident. Development
guidance for use in state and local and periodic testing of procedures for sUMMAnv:De Nuclear Regulatary
radiological emergency response plans rapid notification of emergency Commissfori, bas dec!ded to prepare a
at nuclear power plants. response officials is encouraged. sir oe programmatic environmentalImpact

the tic e available for action is strongly statement on the decontamination and
Background affected by the time consumed in disposal of radiesctive westes resulting

f' The NRC received a request from the notification. from the March 28,1979 accident at
Conference of Radiation Control Re chemical and physical nree Mile Island Unit 2.For some time(- Program Directors. an organization of characteristics of those radionuclides the Commission's staff has been moving
State officials, te "make a determination which contribute most significantly to In this direction. In the Commission's
of the rnost servere accident basis for human exposure are pruented. Judgment an overall study af the

~which radiological emergency response decontamination and disposal process
plans should be deseloped by offsite NRC N will assist the Commission in carrying
agencies." In response, en EPA and NRC NRC concurs in and endorses for use out its regulatory responsibil!*Ies under
task force was es;ablished which the guidance cnntained in the task force the Atomic Energy Act to protect the
prepared a report entitled " Planning report. In endorsing this guidance, the publichealth and safety as
Basis for the Development of State and Commission recognizes thatit is decontamination progresses. It will also
1.ocal Government Radiological appropriate and prudent for emersc9ey be'in keeping with the purposes of the
Dnergency Response Plans in Support of planning guidance to take into National Environmental Policy Act to
Light Water Nuclear Power Plants." consideration the principal engage the public in the Commission's

NUREG-0398. EPA 520/1-78 416. dated characteristics (such as nuclides decision-making process, and to focus
December 1978. Single copies of the released and distances likely to be on environmentalissues and
report can be obtained by writing to b involved) of a spectrum of design basis alternatives before commitments to
Director. Division of Technical and core melt accidents.While the spec!fic clean-up choices are made.
Information and Document Control. Commission recognizes that the Additionally.in light of the
Ni deat Ec3ulatory fPnmtssion. guldsnce nay have significant response extraordimry neture of this ection and
Washingto.t D.C. 2m. Ib .asi force l' r*cis fr qncy local br'rdictions, it b : greased invre+t / L tresident's
:cpet was pu%shed for rublic bel av s that er pimertat:on cf the Cound! cu Eavironmensi Q-ality la the-

comment in the Federa! Repater on hudar.ce is nevetheless needed to nt!.-2 dean up, the Car * sica intends
Decer5er 15,1970 and the comment irnpove emer.ency response planning to co ctdinate its act*on with CEQ. IA
period v4s a>tenued to May 15.1979 60 acJ preparedness 6tcun;1 nw..est power particul3r.be?cre detonaldag the s ope
a!!ow additic,C comn.en's resulting F8 d'l0f8- of the programmati; envi,unmental
from the accident at Dree Mite Island. He O mm!ssicn is direction it, staff impact statement the Comm!sslos wiR
A synopsis of the con)rnents received to incorporate the planning basia consult with CEQ.
and the task force consideration of these guidance into existing documents us >d %e Commission recognizes that there |
comments is available from the in the evaluation of state an local are still areas of uncertainty regarding '

Assistant Director'for Emergency emergency response plans to the extent the clean-up operation. For example, the
Preparedness. Office of State Programa, practicable.De NRC has recently

U.S. Nuclear Re'b20555.Istory Commission,
published and Advance Notice of

Washingto .

Proposed Rulemaking concerning
/. additional regulations on eme ency

,

( Planning 5,a plans,44 FR 41484. Tuesday, y 17, 1

He mafor recommandation of the 1979. Additionalguidance wi be j

/
/
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. , POQCY STATEMENTS
'

lead to releases of radiation and/or ne occurrences in class einvolve within a so. mile radina of the plant. and,

radioactive materials, including sequences of postuisted successive failures some differences between boiling water
sequences that can result in inadequate more severe than those postulated for the reactors (BWR) and pressurized water
cooling of reactor fuel and to melting of desian basis for protective systems and reactors (PWR). Beyond these few
the reactor core. In this regard, attention engineered safety features.neir specifics, the discussions have
shall be given both to the probability of consequences could be sevm. However. the reiterated the guidance of the Annex
occurrence of such releases and to the probability of their occurrence is so small

and have relied upon the Annex's
environmental consequences of such j p\'e'ph conclusion that the probability of

* ' " '

en e dp
releases. This statement of interim barriers). quality assurance for design. occurrence of a Class 9 event is too low
' policy is taken in coordination with manufacture, and operation. continued to warrani consideration, a conclusion
other ongoing safety.related activities surveillance and testing, and conservative based upon generally stated safety
that are direct!y related to accident dr.,ign are all applied to provide and considerations.
considerations in the areas of plant traintain the required high degree of With the publication of the Reactor
design. opera tional safety, siting policy, assurance that potential accidents in this Safety Study (WASH-1400, in draft
and emergency planning. The class are, and will remain. sufficiently remote form in August 1974 and fi al form inb

(Q,a jl(f,that the|,n irenm'"' '"' ''Commission intends to continue the October 1975. the accident discussions, y9, ,h , , ns ts ls r ot
rulemaking on this matter when new necessary to discuss such events in in EnvironmentalImpact Statements
siting requirements and other safety applicantshdronrnental Reports. began to refer to this first detailed study
related requirements incorporating of the risks associated with nuclear
accident considerations are in place. A footnote to the Annex stated: power plant accidents, particularly

Although this annex refers to applicant's events which can lead to the melting of
DATES: Dis statement of intenm policy Environmental Reports, die current the fuel inside a reactor.: The references
is effective June 13.1980 Comment assumptions and other provisions thereof are to this study were in keeping with theperiod expires September 11.1980. applicable, except as the content may intait and spirit of NEPA "to disclose"

,
otherwise requira, to AEC draft and final

ADDRESSES:The Commission intends Detailed Stats ments.
relevant information, but it is obvious
that WASH-1400 did not form the basisthe mterim policy guidance contained During the public comment period that for the conclusion expressed in theherein to be immediately effective. followed publication of the Annex a Annex in 1971 that tha probability ofHowever, all interested persons who number of criticisms of the Annex were occurrence of Class 9 events was toodesire to submit written comments or received. Principal among these were low to warrant their (site. specific)suggestions for consideration in the following: consideration under NEPA.connection with this stetement should (1)The philosophy of prescribing he Commission's staff has.however,send them to the Secretary of the assumptions does not lead to objective identified in certain cases uniqueCommission. U.S. Nue! ear Regulatory analysis. circumstances which it felt warrantedCommission. Wa shington. D.C. 20555 (2)It failed to treat the probabilities of more extensive and detailed

,

[, Attention: Docketing and Service accidents in any but the most general consideration of Class 9 events. One ofs Branch. way. these was the proposed Clinch River
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: (3) No supporting analysis was give i Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), a liquid
R. Wayne Houston. Chief. Accident to show that Class 9 accidents are

, metal cooled fast breeder reactor very
Evaluation Branch Office of Nuclear sufficiently low in probability that their different from the more conventional
Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear consequences in terms of environmental light water reactor plants for which the
Regulatory Commission. Washington, risks need not be discussed. safety experience base is much broader.
D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 4c2-7323. (4) No guidance was given as to how In the Final Environmental Statementaccident and normal releases of for the CRBRP 8 the staffincluded a59PPLEMENTAPY INFORM ATION: radioactive effluents during plant discusbion of the consideration it had
Accident Considerations in Past NEPA operation should be factored into the given to Class 9 events.
Reviews cost.banefit analysis. In the early site review for the

gener ppl ca le to gas c led o Perryman site, the staff performed anThe proposed Annex to Appenex D
Inf rmal assessment of the relativeof to CFR Part 50(hereafter the liquid metal cooled reactors.

" Annex") was published for comment (6) Safety and environmental risks are ,'q,,'nces m ng th
"C

e ative
Atom,cember 1.1971 by the (former) not essentially different considerations.on De

ic Energy Commission. It proposed Neither the Atomic Energy sites. (SECY-78-137)
,

to specify a set of standardized accident Commission nor the NRC took any " '

0 e w s o anu a tureassumptions to be used in further sction on this rulemaking except
Fnsironme-tal Reports submitted by in 19N when to CFR Part 61 was floating nuclear power plan's, the staff

g,, 3 g g ,. , ,edm :icco ,fercorst..tt w , crrmts or gm dgard. Occr M ntere ning ye srs huma Close 3 eunts w.trc.nt*J peciai
, optrat:ng licroses for nuclear power the accident v;nedervinns discused in

reactars it ale included a system for Favires.raertal hmict Statements for
cons:dereti,n.The speciel

clas ifying acc. dents accordir g to a propcsad nuclear power plants teflected circumsNn es were the potentially
g aced scale of sevmty and proaabil t) the t riance /the Annex wib few

serious consequences aesocat:d with
water (liqu d) pathvraof ore rrence.N'ne classes of accidents exceptjor,s. Typically, the discussions of radiological exposures > s leadir.a toif a moltenwere defmed, ranging from trwial to accident consequences throi.gh Class 8
reactor core were to fall into the watarvery serious. It directed that "for each (design basis accidents) for each case

class. except classes 1 and 9. the have reflected specific site
environmental consequences shall be characteristics associated with

,tiin of mieresi that the Reacier safety study
never refers to nor uses the term Class e accWent"

. evaluated as indicated." Class 1 events meteorology (the dispersion of releases atihoush ties term is commonly used as loosely
were no' to be considered because of of radioactive material into the quhalent m are meh accMent.
their trivial consequences, whereas in atmosphere), the actual population 8NURECc39. February ten.

(' regard to Class 9 events, the Annex
stated as follows:

PS.25 September 1,1982
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body on which the plant floats.Here the 1. He Annex proscribes he environmental consequences of ,

staff ernphasized its focus on risk to the consideration of the kinds of accidents releases whose probabili of occurence !

environment but did not find that the (Class 9) that, according to the Reactor has been estimated shall be '

probability of a core melt event Safety Study, dominate the accident . discussed in probabilistic terms. Such f
occurring in the first place was risk. consequences shall be characterised la
essentially any different than for land. 2. De definition of Class 9 accidents terms of potential radiological
based plant. In its Mernorandum and in the Annex is not sufficiently precise exposures to individuals, to stion
Order in the Matter of Offshore Power to wanant its further use in Commission groupt and,where ica to blota.
Systems.* the Commission consurred in policy, rules, and regulations, rior as a Health and safety ri e that may be
the staff's judgment.Thus, the Reactor decision criterion in agency practice. associated with exposures to people
Safety Study and NRC experience with - 3. De Annex's prescri tion of . shall be discussed in a manner that
these cases has serv d to refocus assumptions to be used i the analysis- fairly reflects the current state of
attention on the need to reemphasize of the environmental consequences of knowledge regarding such risks.
that environmental risk entails both accidenta does not contribute to - Socioeconomic impacts that might be
probabilities and conse uences, a point objective consideration. associated with emergency measures

- that was made in the p lication of the 4. De Annex does not give adequate during or followi en accident should
Annex. but was not given adequate consideration to the detailed treatment also be discussed. environmental

*

emphasis. of measures taken to prevent and to risk of accidents should also be
in July 1977 the NRC commissioned a mitigste the consequences of accidents compared to and contrasted with

Risk Assessment Review Group "to in the safety review of each application. radiological risks associated with
clerify the achievements and limitations De classification of accidents normal and anticipated operational
of the Reactor Safety Study." One of the roPosed in that Annex shall no longer ,,y,,,,,,
conclusions of this study published in used. In its place the following in promulgating this interim idance.
September 1978, as NUREG/CR-0400, interim guidance is given for the the Commission is aware that ere are
" Risk Assessment Review Group Report treatment of accident risk and wit!!ikely remain for some time to
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory considerations in NEPA reviews. come many uncertainties in the
Commission." was that "The Review Accident Considerations la Future application of risk assessment methods.
Group was unable to determine whether NEPA Reviews and it expects that its Environmental
the absolute probabilities of accident
seqi.ences in WASH-1400 are high or It is the position of the Commission Impact Statements will identify major

low, but believes that the error bounds that its EnvironmentalImpact uncertainties in its probabilistic
estimates. On the other hand the

on those estimates are in general. Statements, pursuant to Section 102(c)(i)
of the National Environmental Policy Commission believes that the state of

restly understated. This and other Act of1989, shallinclude a reasoned the art is sufficiently advanced that a
ndings of the Review Group l' ave also

consideration of the environmental riska beginning should now be made in the
subsequently been referred to in (impacts) attributable to accidents at the use of these methodologies in the -

Environmental Impact Statements, along
with a reference to the Commission & particular facility or facilities within the regulatory process, and that such use

scope of each such statement. In the Will represent a cor<tructive and rational
policy statement on the Reactor Safety analysis and discussion of such raks, forward step in the discharge ofits
Study in light of the Risk Assessment approximately ual attention shall be r*Ponsibilities.Review Group Report, publ4hed on given to the pro bility of occurrence of It is the intent of the Commission in
January 18.1979.The Comn .ssion's releases and to the probability of issuing this Statement of Interim Policy
state.nent accepted the findings of the occurre sce of the environmental that the staff will initiate treatmenta ofReview Group, both as to the Reactor

consequences of those releases. accident considerations. in accordanceSafety Study s achievements and as to
Releases refer to radiation and/or with the foregoing guidance,in its

e I a t Environmental radioactive materials entering ongoing NEPA reviews,i.e., for any'

h environmental exposure pathways. proceedmg at a licensing sta where a

se tto he ee ile Is and including air, water, and ground water. FinalEnvironmentalIm act tatement
Events or accident sequences that has not yet been issued Dese new

accident.These were for conventional lead to releases shall include but not be treatments, which will take into account
land based light water reactor plants limited to those that can reasonably be significant site- and plant-specific -
and continued to reflect the past expected to occur. In- lant accident features, will result in more detailed
practice with respect to accidents at sequences that can le d to a spectrum of discussions of accident risks than in

o ri n e g ed rc if.e .ree Afile releases sha!! be discussed and shall previous environmental statements,
inclede seqm.ets that ten reaIt is par'icu!arly fer ihme re!a'ed to

amyent was n:t factored into inadequate toling of seactor fueland to car.untional hght w ster plac's at land.a

O r$ [rIn:e with past NEPA melting of the reactor core.The extent to based si'es it is expected that these

reviews of acciderto and the TMI v.hich events arising from causes revised treatments willlead to

.ccident c'ecly Icads us to beheve that esternal to the plant which are epoc!usions reEasding the environmental
h ded. c rsidered possible ecn'ribmrs to the risks of,,ccidents s.milar to those that

''ge*c rd a y the proposed Annex to r:sk associated with the particular p!snt would be reached by a continuation of
sha!! also be discussed. Detailed current practices, particularly for casesAppendix D of to CFR Part 50, published

on December 1,1971,is hereby quantitative considerations that form involving special circumstances wbers

withdrawn and shall not hereafter be the basis of probabilistic estimates of Class 9 risks have been considered by

used by applicants not by the staff.The releases need not be incorporated in the the staff, as described above.Thus, this

reasons for the withdrawal are as Environmental Impact Statements but change in policy is not to be construed
follows', shall be referenced therein.Such as any lack of confidence in conclusions

references shallinclude, as applicable, regarding the environmental risks of
reports on safety evaluations. accidents expressed in any previously*Dodet No STN 5N37. September 14.197s.
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issued Statements, not, absent a,

C, showirg of similar special the potential consequences of Class 9 45 FR 41733
,

circumstances, as a basis for opening. accidents in a generic sense.' Publishedstasms
reopening. cr expanding any previous or In August 1979, pursuant to the
ongoing proceeding. Commission's request, a Siting policy

However it is also the m. ient of the Task Force made recommendations with Purther Commleolon Guldence for.

Commission that the staff take steps to respect to possible changes in NRC - Power Reactor Operating Lleensees
identify additional cases that might reactor siting policy and criteria.s Statement of Pagoy8
warrant early consideration of either currently set forth in 10 CFR Part 100. As

additional features or other actions stated therein. its recommendations
I.Backgreemd

which would prevent or mitigate the were made to accomplish (smong AAw the March 1Esocident at
consequences of serious accidents. others) the followi 1 nru Mde Island.Uen2A

To take into consid a in sitine the risk O*" "I8'I'''dI"8"d 088 ' ^ "'""'
Cases fer such consideration are those
for which a Final Environmental amociated with accidents beyond the design review resources to assuring the safety
Statement has already been issued at

buis (Clas elly wtablishing population of operating power reactors rather than
density and distribution criteria. to the issuance of new t======

the Construction Permit stage but for
which the Operating License review Ws mann is curandy befom the Furthermore, the Commission decided

that power reacter licensing should not
stage has not yet been reached. In U***I"I'"'

-

continue antil the assessment of the TMI. canying out this directive the staff nia and other recommendations that accident had been substantiaBy'

should consider relevant site features, have bun made as a result of the completed and comprehensive
including population density, associated investigations into the nree Mile Island improvements in both the operation and
with accident risk in comparison to such accident are currently being bro t regulation of nuclear power plants had
festures at presently operating plants. together by the Commission's sta in been set in motion.''

Staff should also consider the likelihood the form of proposed Action Mans.s At a meeting on May 30.1979, the
that substantive changes in plant design Among other matters, these incorporate Nuclear Regulatory Coramission dedded
features which may compensate further recommendations for rulemaking related to issue policy guidance addressing
for adverse site features may be more to degraded core cooling and core melt

pecisions and to provide specificowel principwe for naching licensingeasily incorporated in plants when accidents.The Commission expects to
onstruction has not yet progressed very issue decisions on these Action Plans in guidance for near. term operating license

-

b f h Wh's cues.'In November 1979, the Nuclear
Environmental Reports submitted by Policy and in ent to dev NRC's major R a o the

applicants for construction permits and
Commission believes will make existin amendment 2 to Cm Part 2 c'Itsfor operating licenses on or after July 1,

1980 should include a discussion of the and future nuclear power plants safer, g regulations.* describing the approach to
environmental risks associated with and to prevent a recurrence of the kind be taken by the Cornminia mgarding

(- accidents that follows the guidance acc den th t c d at n, Mile gg,,,,g,, ,, ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, y,i

peticp mmh ed Mgiven herein. ,

pending completion of rulemaking would be providing case-by-case
Related Policy Matters Under activities in the areas of emergency I' '[*' $ ",8"Consideration .

planning, siting criten,a. and design and p, ni si
In addition to its responsibilities Operational safety, all of which involve acted on three operating licenses, has

under NEpA. the NRC also bears considerations of serious accident given extensive consideration to issues

responsibility under the Atomic Energy potential, the Commission finds it wising u a ruun of the Mme Mile

Att for the prctection of 'he public usentialI improve its procedures for Island accident, and is able to provide

health and safety from the hazards describing and disclosms to the pubhc general guidance.
Following the accident at nree Mile

3 associated with the use of nuclear the basis for arriving at conclusions
Island 2.the President established a -energy. Pursuant to this respcasibility regarding the environmental risks due to
Commission to make recommendationsthe Commission notes that there are accidents at nuclear power plants. On
regarding changes necessary to improve

currently a number of ongoing activities c mpletion of the rulemaking activities nuclear safety. In May 1979, the Nuclear
being considered by the Commission in these areas, and based also upon the Regulatory Commission established a
and its staff which intimately relate to experience gained with this statement of Lessons Learned Task Force,* to
the " Class 9 accident" question and intuim policy and guidance the
which are either the subject of current Commission intends to pursue possible determine what actions were regulmd

rulemaking or are candidate subjects for. changes or additions to 10 Cm Part 51 for new opesung Heenses and

rulemaking. to e dify its position on the role of chartered a SpecialInquiry Group to
exauQie all facets of the accident andL.) tie .er6ct 19. W79 the 8e en * Un it a causes.ned Imp, Lew published

, Cornmiuion .ssord for public comment *
a psoposed rule which would
si . .funtI) revise its requirements ing

in CFR Pstl 50 for emerncy planning
for niiclear power plants. One of the
co.isiderstier.s in this rulemaking was CL NUnEC@9E "f*anning Baus for the

Des elopn.ent of S's te sad tacal Government
* AD footnotes for this statement of policy appear

* Commissioners Citinsky and B ac.ord disagree Radiolosical Emergency Response Pleas in Seppert et end of seat.
enth the inclusion of the preceding two sentences. of Lisht Water Nuclear Power Plants." November

teFL s-Sia'f Requrrements-Discusion e% ans
They feet that they are absolutely inconsioneet with Re:W DdW of h"wh han even-handed reappraiset of the fenmer, .NURECasts. "1tepart of the Sitins Policy Task samvell Chi!k. Secretary se ime V. Commish,
erroneous position on Class e occidenes. ro.,c , August left. Emecutive Director for Operenons. May 31.1spe.

'44 FR rel8P. DrhRECm * Action Plans for * * Suspension of to Cf1t 1968 and Slesament af
; [, Implementins Recommendations of the President's

Policy on Conduct of Adjudiostory Pronmedings."a4
Ccmmission and Other Siudies of the TM1-2 FR s5090 (November s.teret.| \~ Accident." December la 1979. '"T,essons taerned from Tho-2 Accidset.* Rager

!

Mattson to NRR staff. May 31 tg7E
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.The Honorable Morris K. Udall
Ch' airman, Comittee oit Interior - -

and Insular Affairs . "

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515 ,

,

'

D' ear Mr. Chairman: -
.

--

Your letter to me dated October 1,1982 cited Mr. Bender's recent comments
.

concerning the use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and asked for an-
swers to three questions. Before responding to your questions, I would likE
to comment on the statements made in your letter. .

I would .first like to note that the section you have quoted from the January-
.

18, 1979, Comission's statement on the use of rhk assessment is substantially
less than the Commission's. response to the Lewis Comittee Review. A few .

additional quotes will serve to amplify this. The Comission commented on
.

the findings of the Lewis Report and said:
~

'~' '

"The,Comission accepts these findings and takes the;following - 4

actions: .
.

. .....
.

Accident Probabilities: The Comission accepts the Review Group
Report's conclusion that absolute values of the risks presented ;g

,

- -

.

by WASH ,1400 should not be used uncritically either in the regu-
,

'

latory process or for public policy purposes and has taken and-

will continue to take steps to assure that any such use in the -

-
- past will be corrected as appropriate. In particular, in light'

of the Review Group conclusions on accident probabilities, the-

Conmission does not regard as reliable the Reactor Safety Study's
nurkrical ' estimate of the overall risk of reactor accident.-

.

. .. .....
, , _

With respect to thc omponent parts of the Study, the Ccmission -

expects the staff.to ma,ke use of them as appropriate, that is, .

where the data base is adequate and analytical techniques permit. -

Iaking due accoifnt of the reservations ex)ressed i_n the Review
*

*

Groun unoWand in its presentation to tle ComissionA
g' Ccamission supports the 'extlRided use of probabilistic risk assess-

O pnt in regulatory decisionmaking."*

T'he Cor.T.ission also approved a directive which was sent from the Secretary o,f
the Conmission to the Executive Director for Operations on January 18, 1979.

* Some sectio'ns 'are particular.ly germane to answering your questions:
' ' ;'

- .
, _

. Attachment C* ~ .

o -
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" Quantitative risk assessment techniques and resul,ts pan be used jn'
the licensing process if proper consideration is given to the |results of the Review Group. The staff should use the following
procedures regarding the use of, quantitative risk assessment techniques-

'-

and results pending development of further guidance:

|
'

.... .

. . \
-

.

Quantitative risk assessment techniques may be used to estimate the l
-

- relative,importance of potential nuclear power plant accident /
.

sequences or other features where sufficient similarity exists so j
-

'

-

that th'e comparisons are not invalidated by lack of an adequate
'

data * base.....
.

,
,

'

The quantitative estimates of event' probabilities in the RSS should~

not be used as the priticipal basis for any regulatory decision. .
However, these estiaates may be used for relative comparisons of
alternative designs or requirements provided that explicit considerations
are given to the criticisms of those estimates as set forth in the .

.

Report of the Risk Assessment Review Group.
. ,

.

The RSS consequence model shall not be used as the basis for licensing-

decisions regarding individual nuclear power plant sites until
significant refinements and w.nsitivity tests are accomplished.
However, the consequence model may be used for relative comparisons c' '.

provided that such estimates are not the primary basis' for such
'

-

reviews and provided that . xpl.icit consideration is given to thee

criticisms of the various elements of that model as set forth in-

|
' the Report of the Risk Assessment Review Group." .

.

The Commission went on in' this memo to direct the staff to expand its
*use of probabilistic risk assessment: ,

"The staff 'shall give special attention to those activities identified' ~

by the Review Group as being. especially amenable to risk assessment,
..

i.e., dealing with generic safety issues, formulating new regulatoryL

require ~ments, assessing and re-validating existing reguhtory
re:;uirements, av?luating new designs, and formulating reactor
safety research and inspection prioritiest" _.

.

-
.

Given the content L( the'Connission's statement on the Lewis Report and
the directive te the Executive Director for Operations, the Co:r;nission g-.

believes that it holds. essentially the same position on the use of PRA,-

|

| now as it had on Janudy 18, 1979.
,

.

With regard to Mr. Bender's r& marks appended to the September 15, 1982
ACRS letter, we agree with Mr. Bender that there are large uncertainties
in the quantitative assessments of risk from nuclear power plant accidents.

(1) inadequa~ciesThese uncertainties arise from several areas, including: .
.

-

,m
. .

. . 4

- 9
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in the data Fese; (2) incomplete present knowledge of Sore melt phenomena,*'
i

in-plant fission product transport, and containment perYormance; (3) the -
effect of unidentified systems interactions; (4) difficulties in quantitatively l

.

modeling human behavior;.and (5) 1arge uncertainties in the risk from i
l

external initiators. However, we believe that the data base is not es '

poor as implied by Mr. Bender; there ar'e' programs underway to develop a i*

better understanding of core melt phenomena, containment performance. I

a'nd' fission product transport, and to improve the probabilistic assessment
'

of external events. -

Commissioner Gilinsky adds: .
,

.- .

"M own views on ths usefulness and the limitations of 'probabilistic.

risk assessment' and its use in the Reactor Safety Study are still -

pretty much as expressed in the (unanimously adopted) Commission statement
-

of. January 18; 1979. I am not at all in agreement with the current -

,

Commission ~'s increasing tendency to view probabilistic risk assessment ~ .

t,qoetkr with a Auan itative 'safet oal' as a shortcut to regulatory
decisionmaking. I am part cular y concerne a out resort to these cal -

culational techniques in combination with sparse data to explain away ,

the need for the traditional independent safety barriers which have been
chosen on the basis of experience and engineering judgment. I have the
impression that Mr. Bender, an~d 1 are in philosophical agreement on these -

.

points. To cite one example that I find especially telling on the
paucity of equipment reliability data, it was not until last year that

- " full-scale tests were ruri on the large safety ;alves used to protect -

against excessive pressures in reactor coolant systems. An'd even these
~ ' '

.

tests did not cover the full range of conditions ~ to which such valves
- might be subject." -

,
,

The majority of the' Commissioners do not agree with his statement that . # ,'.
'

.

the Commission is tending'"to view probabilistic risk assessment together -

.

.with a quantit'ative ' safety goal' as a shortcut to regulatory decisionmaking.";

. ;Comissioner Asselstine adds:
.. .

.

".Since.I did not participate in the development of the Commission's view
on the usefulness of the PRA methodology as given in the January .18,
1979 statement, I defer to nty colleagues as to whether there has been a -

thcnge in that view since then. I do believe that, with this Comission's"

ccnsideration' of a saftty goal containing quantitative benchmarks for . .

Judging an acceptable icvel of risk, there is necessarily a greater ..

emphasis on the use of the PRA methodology than would o.therwise exist. '

Because of the wide spet.trum'of expert views on the ' ability of the PRA .

methodology to provide * reliable estimates of the risk associated with --

the operation of nuclear reactors, I. believe t'he basis for safety cust '

dntinue to depend on compliance with our regulations and on the judgment
,c,f respo'nsible individuals. On the latter, judgment is aided significantly

4
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~ .'through systematic reviews and careful analyses of available information',,*

I believe the PRA methodology has a role to play here, provided that.the
-

''

Comission adheres to its view of January 18,1979, 2nd provided that i

the concerns espressed by Mr. Bender and others are properly accounted for."

I' trust that this has b'een responsive to your concerns. ,

\
-

. =
.

- . ,.

Sincerely.
original signee zy-

g hnF.Ahea:.se
.

,

do- .

John F. Ahearne-.
~

,Acti.ng. .

.
.

.

cc: Rep. Manuel Lujan-
-

,. ,

.
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